
(Pompton Plains, NJ, April 15, 2020) Ashley Norton expands their already vast Solid 
Bronze architectural hardware collection. A fresh, new assortment of art-grade bronze 
pieces designed for high-end residential or hospitality projects means even more choices 
for architects, designers, and homeowners looking to create a luxuriously modern 
aesthetic. Beautifully sculptural yet comfortable in hand, the various door levers, knobs, 
cabinet pulls, appliance pulls, cabinet knobs and bath hardware options pair with a 
variety of plates and roses for a truly personalized look.
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Ashley Norton Ushers in a New Bronze Age 
With a fresh look for door levers, cabinet hardware, and everything in-
between, the new solid bronze collection offers unlimited options for 
cohesive design personalization

Alexis interior door 
lever in White Bronze

Hadley cabinet pull

Cleat cabinet knob
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“Each new Solid Bronze piece is a sophisticated blend of ergonomics and style,” says 
Ashish Karnani, Vice President of Ashley Norton. “We added a wide variety of elements to 
the collection so that architects and designers can select the ideal combination for their 
projects.” 

Highlights of the new Solid Bronze collection include:   

Leversets: New handcrafted interior door levers made from art-grade bronze include the 
sleek and smooth Alexis, elegantly detailed Joan, slightly more transitional Mason, and the 
casually elegant Cara.  

Cabinet Knobs: Solid Bronze cabinet knobs new to the collection are the rugby ball-
shaped Cleat Knob, oblong Potato Knob, simple and circular Tayo Knob, hexagonal Octave 
Knob, gem cut Jeweled Knob, and raised middle with tapered ends Puffed Square Knob.

Cabinet Pulls: Featured among the new collection of unique cabinet pulls are the gently 
curved Hadley Cabinet Pull, the solid and sturdy Plated Cabinet Pull, the geometric Cyprus 
Drop Pull, and the asymmetrical Gallery Pull. 

Known for its distinctive, naturally flowing patina and texture, bronze is a durable choice for 
interior and exterior cabinets and doors that stands the test of time. Each of Ashley Norton’s 
art-grade Solid Bronze pieces is available in five quality finishes including Dark Bronze, 
Light Bronze, Matt Black, White Bronze, and White Medium.  

About Ashley Norton
Established in 1987, Ashley Norton offers a vast collection of handcrafted architectural 
hardware to suit even the most discerning designers and homeowners. Using only the 
finest art quality Solid Bronze and Solid Brass, our highly skilled craftsmen produce 
each piece in the collection, including interior handlesets, entry handlesets, cabinet 
pull handles, cabinet knobs, appliance and door pulls, bath hardware and other home 
accessories. The resulting one-of-a-kind texture and patina makes each individual element 
a personalized work of art. From contemporary to traditional, the array of designs, finishes, 
and styles we offer allows one to make a cohesive design statement throughout the entire 
residential, commercial, or hospitality project. We’re proud to offer one of the most diverse 
collections of architectural hardware in the industry, always with a focus on environmental 
responsibility and impeccable customer service. In addition to today’s finest homes, our 
products can be found in Wynn Las Vegas, Wynn Macau, Treasure Island, The Bellagio, 
Beau-Rivage, and The Ritz-Carlton Naples. For more information about Ashley Norton call 
1-800-393-1097 or visit AshleyNorton.com.
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